
Local residents were is a state
of shock after a lady drowned,
reportedly trying to help two
children in Dymchurch.

Although at the time of going to
press confirmed reports have
not been confirmed, it was
reported on social media that
the accident happened after a
woman in her 60s died, trying
to save some children who
slipped and fell into the sea
near the Martello tower
opposite The Tower Estate at
approximately 3.45 p.m. on
Wednesday afternoon.

A number of emergency
services were called to the
scene including two fire
engines and water rescue unit,
ambulance and police. But
unfortunately, the woman was
sadly confirmed dead at the
scene.
Officers say the death is not
being treated as suspicious,
and a report is now being
prepared for the coroner.
This is not the first time that the
sea defences have caused
concern at the popular seaside
resort.

After the instalment of a
multimillion pound new sea
defence, the part of the
retaining structure which was
stepped up towards the sea
wall, became very slippery and
a number of serious accidents,
took place.
After Dymchurch Parish
Council intervened and called
for the concrete to be treated
with an anti slipping agent, that
stopped the seaweed from
sticking to the break water.

At the time, Roger Wilkins the
then Chairman of the Parish
Council told The Looker: “The
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Please do
not return
us to
Afghanistan,
refugees
plea
A group of Kent asylum
seekers have been reported
to be ‘terrified' of being
returned to Afghanistan after
Kabul previously deemed
'safe' by Home Office.

Because of the speed in
which the capital city was
under siege from Taliban
forces, it is hoped that the
government administrators,
will look at the situation and
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problem is that people think
that the sea defence is a
huge set of steps leading
down to the beach, so kids
in particular run down them
and slip. We hope that the
treatment that the EA have
given the concrete will
make them a lot safer.”

Further along the
esplanade huge rock
groins were also
questioned as being a
hazard by emergency
services, as it proved very
difficult to get someone out
of the rock groins, without
the aid of heavy lifting
equipment.
Dymchurch Parish Council,
came under fire recently for
not having a beach safety
officer. With the previous
administration working with
the Royal National Lifeboat
Institution at the possibility
of having full time lifeguards
station at the beach between April and September. But the
current council thought that this was ‘an elaborate waste of
tax payer’s money’.

The beach which is famous for its long stretch of golden
sands is one of the busiest beaches along the Kent
coastline, second only to Margate and Camber Sands in
East Sussex.

One local resident who asked us not to publish their name
told The Looker: “This really is a very tragic accident, I
would like to thank all of the emergency services for doing
everything they could. At the end of the day though it was
what it was a freak accident. It is not the sort of thing that
people think will ever happen to them, when they visit our
lovely Village. And I know that there are signs along the
sea wall warning of the slippery surface. I just feel so sorry
for the family involved.”

not force the people already being
detained to have to go back to the
country.

A prominent Kent charity has warned
that many refugees who arrived in the
county as unaccompanied asylum
seeking children, some of them
because their families had been
targeted by the militants, are "terrified"
because their applications for asylum
have not yet been decided or have
been turned down.

Kent Refugee Action Network (KRAN)
says the Home Office has been
routinely refusing asylum claims from
Afghan refugees on the grounds that
the capital Kabul was a "safe"
destination for them to be returned to.

However, many of the more than 100
Afghan refugees the charity works with
in towns including Folkestone and
Ashford fled their homeland because
they had been told they were expected
to join the Taliban forces.

KRAN is now calling on the
Government to ensure that young
people from Afghanistan who are in
the UK, but have been previously
refused asylum because the country
was deemed safe, are urgently
granted asylum.

Speaking during last week in the
house of ommons debate on the
situation following the fall of Kabul to
the hardliners, Canterbury MP Rosie
Duffield said: "In my constituency and
across the South East,our excellent
Kent Refugee Action Network, as part

of the Joint Council for the Welfare of
Immigrants, has laid out what is
needed. They are asking questions
that they need urgent answers to
relating to family reunion and the
mental health of young people from
Afghanistan, which has already been
severely impacted. What happens to
those who are in the UK who have
been previously refused asylum
because Kabul was considered safe?
Can their cases now be considered
urgently? Will local authorities,
especially those in Kent, receive
sufficient financial support to house
asylum seekers in suitable
accommodation?"

Bridget Chapman, as spokesman for
KRAN, says the government response
to the crisis in Afghanistan since the
decision by the US to withdraw its
forces "raises more questions than it
answers. We need a focused and
urgent response from them to the
points that we have raised," she said.
"The young people we work with from
Afghanistan have been through
enough. They are a part of our
community and they deserve to feel
safe.The proposed Nationality and
Borders Bill will criminalise many of
those seeking asylum depending on
their method of arrival. Let me be
clear, you are no less needy if you've
arrived on a boat than on a plane. The
current situation in Afghanistan will
mean many more people are
displaced. We need to ensure that
everyone who arrives is treated fairly

and given the same access to the
asylum process."

KRAN is also calling for
unaccompanied children from
Afghanistan currently in Belgium or
northern France trying to reach the UK
to be identified and given safe
passage.

It also asks for funding to be set aside
to give urgent specialist support to
help with mental health issues
experienced by young refugees living
in Kent whose family and friends often
remain at risk from the Taliban.

The government is proposing a
resettlement scheme to bring the most
vulnerable to the UK, and many Kent
councils have already come forward to
offer their assistance in housing
refugees.
Whilst many people across our district
are, doing what they can, by donating
things to the relief effort, some people
are concerned.
In a letter to The Looker that was
simply signed Brian, a reader wrote.
‘So once again Kent is being used as
a dumping ground for refugees, yes
you can feel sorry for them, but let’s
face it this was a war that we got
dragged into by the Americans, it was
not our war. This has worked out every
bit as bad as the Vietnam war, there
are no winners or losers and the fact
that Tony Blair sent hundreds of British
troops to their death all in the cause of
sucking up to George Bush, just
underlines the fact that whatever is
done is done. Yes, it is not nice to see
people on the news trying to get out of
the country, but it really should have
been none of our problem in the first
place. But once again, my taxes are
paying for this and I am really not very
happy about it.’

What do you think?
should we being doing more to try and
help these people from a war torn part
of the world, or do you see this as
medalling in international affairs, that
we should keep out of?

Email: info@thelooker.co.uk

Continued from page 1

Sea defences have proved very slippery in the past, after the new sea wall was completed
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LISTEN TO

SHORELINE FM

broadcasting
across the

district
100.2 FM

- 24 hours a day
It's easy listening all the
way and includes great
specialist music like:

9 a.m. - Our Coffee Shop
Morning

12 noon - Sweet Delights

2 p.m. & 8 p.m. - Easy
Listening

4 p.m. & 7 p.m. - Classic
Country

4.30 p.m. - Rock 'N' Roll

5 p.m. - Drive-time

6 p.m. - Soul & Motown

7 p.m. - Country

10 p.m. - Dreamland

Well back from our holiday, it really was hard work having to
sit down and start writing the next edition of the paper. But
somehow I have managed to get it put together. Despite
being home, I have a daily reminder of my time in the
sunshine, as my lips are still blistered by the souring heat
(40 degrees the day we came home).
The reason we chose to go to Tenerife was because you
know what you are getting… Normally a steady 26-29
degrees whatever time of year.
Whilst we were there some friends of ours went to a Greek
island which was engulfed in smoke and ash being blown
down from the forest fires, up in the hills.
Depending who you speak to there are many opinions, no
doubt about it there is a shift in our temperature conditions,
with hot august, temperatures being replaced by overcast
cloudy days and our heat waves tending to come in April
and May, with Indian Summers coming in September
(which as I write this, is forecast for the first two weeks of
September… we will see).
The climate police seem to blame everyone but
themselves, I keep thinking of Greta Thunberg telling us
how my generation is destroying her world.

But hang on a minute. Any argument has two sides! So, lets
flip darling Greta’s argument and see where we are…
Maybe before she blames the older generation, she should
look a little closer to home. After all, when I was a small
child, we did not have air conditioning in our school
classrooms, In fact I recall at the old school in New
Romney, having to break the ice before we had our
swimming lessons ….in the outdoor pool.
We did not have televisions in every room of our house. We
never spent all day and night playing on electronic devices.
I for one used to be outside playing in the summer holidays
from 8.30 until 7pm only coming in for lunch and tea, we
built tree houses and made camps.
More than ever, you don’t walk or ride bikes to school, like
we did, but you get dropped off by your parents, in their big

4 wheel drive cars. In fact, when I was growing up, not
everyone had cars, or for most families it was just the one
car, but its your generation that choke suburban roads and
pollute the atmosphere.
Greta, your generation is the biggest consumer of
disposable goods ever. We never had ready meals, or
home delivered foods, we cooked foods from scratch using
ingredients, like flour and vegetables from the garden,
which did not come in vacuum sealed packaging, with an
outer sleeve made of cardboard.
It’s your generation that has mobile phones, with batteries
that the components are mined all over the world and
depleting the planet of its natural recourses. In fact when I
think about it, getting to speak to someone on the phone
was a luxury!
Not only do you and all your school friends have a mobile
phone, but you throw them away every 12 months, to
upgrade to the latest model, just to stay trendy. Your
entertainment comes from electrical devices, which again
use lithium batteries.
So, Greta, how about this, why not tell your teachers to
switch of the aircon in your classrooms, start walking to
school. Switch of your devices and read a book, which you
borrowed from a library. Don’t order a take away pizza,
make a sandwich or cook a meal from scratch instead of
buying fast food.
But alas I expect none of the above will happen, as its put it
to you Greta, you’re not as well informed as you may think,
you are an individual, who loves to blame everyone else for
your issues. Perhaps you should learn that you are correct
in stating that you are the planets future.
So, please stop winging about it and stop being part of the
problem, with your generation’s expectations for quality of
life. But do me a favour stop blaming other people… you
have stolen my retirement years, with your lack of action.
Or in short, wake up, grow up and shut up.
I am sure that my little outburst will offend some people, but
its only my opinion. Love to know what you think? With the
country stopping manufacturing of petrol and diesel cars in
just eight years time… has anyone thought of the damage
all these batteries will cause the planet? In fact when you
look at the carbon footprint of batteries, it makes the
Nuclear power option look positively green.

Regards, David.

Editor’s Word
Welcome to edition 282

AnyTek-WorkSma+erNotHarder

Your local IT Home & Business Service
Are you paying too much for your IT Suppo8?

Providingexcellentcustomer
serviceforthepast12years

Mac,PC,Networking,Security,
ServersandanythingTech…

Wecanhelp.

FrustratedwithITissues?
LetAnyTektakethestress
outofallyourtechworries

07745 178665
www.anytek.co.uk

The RomneyMarsh
Community Hub
– the new name for the
RomneyMarsh Day
Centre
The Board and CEO of the Romney Marsh Day Centre
announced that the charity has been renamed the Romney
Marsh Community Hub.

In 2019, the Romney Marsh Day Centre confirmed its plans to
rebrand the charity during 2020. But when COVID hit, the
charity’s immediate focus was firmly on the crisis, and on
providing vital support to those required to shield during the
first national lockdown. As the pandemic worsened, the
RMDC quickly reacted to the needs of the community and the
Romney Marsh Community Support Hub was launched.

As a support hub, the charity sought to help hundreds of
vulnerable people within the wider community throughout the
continuing pandemic, including supporting the delivery of the
vaccine programme locally. In the past 18 months, the charity
has gained a high level of support and goodwill from the
community; collaboration with other charities has been and
continues to be highly productive and its work and role is
more widely known than at any other time.

The Hub was successful as part of a partnership bid to deliver
a 3-year contract for community-based wellbeing services
funded through Kent County Council. The Hub’s focus will be
supporting the health and wellbeing for those aged over 50
across the Marsh. As well as social programmes from the
centre, the Hub will offer exercise and health classes and
clinics, and an outreach service for meals.

The Day Centre, as was, has been delivering care in the
community of the Romney Marsh for over 40 years, through
events and activities, as well as information and advice
support and health services within our site on Rolfe Lane.

The COVID crisis has thrown a spotlight on our community
and has shown that there are not only hundreds of people
needing our support day-to-day, but also that there is huge
amount of goodwill from those willing to step up and help.

Their aims are clear: we want to live in a community that
supports and promotes the health and wellbeing of everyone,
especially those over 50. By focusing on the needs and
wellbeing of these individuals, we can reduce levels of
isolation and loneliness – felt so acutely during COVID. By
ensuring that people’s health and wellbeing needs are met
now, we can potentially reduce ill health in later life and
support people to be independent in their own homes for
longer.

The Romney Marsh Community Hub is based in Rolfe Lane,
New Romney, but supports the towns, villages and hamlets
across 100 square miles of the Romney Marsh.

The Hub provides:
Social activities:
Events and Activities, Exercise and hobby classes
Café Dining , Social interaction

Support groups – at the hub and in the community (from
October)Cancer support group, Dementia café
Support services in the community:
Community Meal delivery, Home support , Information and
Advice, Mobile hairdressing, Transport service
Community opportunities: Volunteering positions Fundraising
opportunities, Sunflower Charity Shop (Rye)
The Romney Marsh Community Hub new website can be
found at: www.rmch.org.uk

Telephone:01797 363888.

Lets Talk Insurance
So in my editors word we had my take on
climate change, but as well as extreme
weather with winters being colder and
wetter and summers also going from over
heated to below average on temperatures.
Locally one thing that does affect everyone
is the very real risk of coastal flooding.
Whilst we have multi-million-pound flood
defences, the reality is most of Romney
Marsh and the Hythe sea front is either at
sea level or in some places even below
sea level and with the government tying
the hands of the local authority to build
over 700 new homes every year, there is

concern that building them is one thing, but
insuring them is a totally different matter.
Romney Marsh has traditionally had a local
Broker Marsh Insurance, who even went to
the extreme many years ago, developing a
‘local policy’ aimed at homes within the
TN28 / TN29 postal district. At the time
local Broker Peter Cox, saw that many
insurance companies were cashing in on
the fact that the marsh was seen as a flood
risk, although Ironically other than in
extreme storms, we have had very limited
floods on the Marsh.
Statistically it is more likely to be an inland
flood with rivers bursting their banks than

an all-out sea defence breach or none stop
rain fall.
The Looker is asking Matthew Howgego,
the current owner about how it is more
efficient to shop local with a policy that
reflects where we live. So, watch out for
the next edition.
Alternatively, if you are looking for a
competitive price, give him and his team a
call and see how they can help you out
with Car or household insurance, with no
hidden extras.. they do exactly what they
say on the policy. Give Mathew a call at
Marsh Insurance services on :
01797 362007 and tell them that The
Looker recommended you!
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Maintaining Your Feet For A Healthier Lifestyle
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Convicted sex offender Lee Knowles

1st Lydd –
Carry on
Camping!!
As Scouts we often get
asked the question – When
did Scouts start again? - and
the answer is The Scouting
Adventure on Romney Marsh
has never stopped!!
Leaders have been amazing,
finding alternative ways to
continue delivering the
Adventure that is Scouting,
via social media, virtual
camping, keeping in touch
packs, challenges, cake
baking competitions,
environmental issues,
community events, the list is
endless. . . .
Face to face Scouting at 1st

Lydd has been on and off
over the last few months,
when regulations permitted!
Activities have involved Line
Dancing; traditional Scouting
skills, First Aid, Nature Hikes,
Badge work and Road Safety
to name a few.
And . . . the Leaders were
determined the youngsters
should have their annual
summer camp – in spite of
the summer weather, BUT
Scouts never give up!! So,
smiling through sun, rain,
wind, thunder showers and a
bit of tent damage and the

odd leak or two they

camped, using HQ as a
base.

Cubs had a brilliant time,
exploring the local area –
you may have seen or at
least heard their cheery
voices! ‘We got caught in
heavy rain when going on a
4 mile hike but we let the
town of Lydd know we were
about by singing as we went’
commented Val – Group
Scout Leader. The
programme also involved a
Town Trail, special thanks to
‘Brew 32’, who made the
Cubs day by inviting them
into their High St Tearooms
for light refreshments and
respite from the summer
weather!! Huge thank you to
Maria and her Team for the
welcome treats.

The cubs also picked
stinging nettles, made nettle
tea and even tried tasting the
leaves which could be used
on a dinner just like veg!
The rest were ‘cooked’ and
used for Tie Dye. Most cubs
liked the tea, especially when
adding honey or sugar!!
Lilliana asked for seconds
and Eli said it was nice,
whilst Rafe couldn’t get
enough! Akela Charmaine.
said it was great to see the
cubs enjoying the activities

and camping, they have had
so much fun and that’s what
it’s all about – When asking
the cubs to use one word to
describe their experience on
camp we had Fun, Exciting,
laughing, missed home, best
water fight ever and many
more

Scouts and Explorers were
not as lucky with the weather
for their weekend camp but
they carried on regardless,
re-siting and patching their
tents as they went – all good
survival skills. Water featured
quite heavily in the
programme, but not in the
way they had anticipated!!
However their spirits and
resolve remained high, if a
little damp!! The plucky
youngsters built shelters,
organised their own Camp
fire, complete with songs and
sketches, participated in a
rather damp hike, responded
to a Quiz Challenge and
produced their own talent
show which certainly lifted
their mood and created a
feelgood factor!! All in all, a
busy, busy year. . . and
thanks must go to the
incredible bunch of Leaders
and supporters at 1st Lydd
who have supported the
youngsters throughout. It’s
difficult to single out
individuals but we must
congratulate Val Group
Scout Leader, Paul Cub/
Scout Leader, Charmaine

Akela and Paul Scout/
Explorer Leader who were
recently awarded District
Commissioners’
Commendation Certificates.

Romney Marsh DC, Janet
Thomas has praised the
efforts of several Marsh
Scouters this summer who
really have gone above and
beyond. She commented -
Leaders have been
amazingly creative, using
their time and skills to
encourage youngsters, going
above and beyond to support
the Scouting programme,
youngsters and families - all
this whilst carrying out
essential maintenance and
improvements to Scout HQs
across the Marsh. We are
so lucky to have such a
Great Community Spirited
bunch of Leaders - They
really do deserve our
Congratulations – Thank you
for being Great Scouting
Ambassadors.

Photos – Beaver First Aid ;
Scout Dance Routine; Cub
Town Trail; Lydd Cubs; Nettle
Tea Party; Tie Dye

Family connection to
Dungeness RNLI sparks
generous donation to the
charity
Last month, Dungeness RNLI Lifeboat station was visited
by Claire Hitchcock, an RNLI Face-to-Face volunteer and
avid supporter of the RNLI, with a particular affection for
Dungeness station.

Claire visited the station on Friday along with her colleague
Olivia Whittle, a fellow fundraiser, where she was greeted
by Lifeboat Operations Manager, Roger Gillett and
Coxswain Stuart Adams.

Claire’s connection to the RNLI is a longstanding one, with
her mother and aunt being relatives of the Tart family and
growing up in the nearby town of Lydd.
The Tarts were, and still are, a local Dungeness fishing
family who have provided many Coxswains and crew to the
station for decades.

One member of Claire’s family, Frank Tart, had created a
model of one of Dungeness’ earlier lifeboats, the Charles
Cooper Henderson which Claire brought to the station to
show the existing crew.

Lifeboat Operations Manager, Roger Gillett, says: ‘It was a
pleasure to meet Claire today for her special visit.

Dungeness Lifeboat Station has a rich history and the Tart
family paid a key part in it. We were particularly grateful that
she took the time to bring the model boat for us to admire.

We gratefully accept Claire’s donation to our station which
will be used to continue our lifesaving work.’

Have you visited the Lifeboat station at Dungeness or
Littlestone? Most are open at weekends with souvenir
shops open to the public. If you have never visited, why not
pop along and see the lifeboat up close and learn about the
amazing service that the volunteer crew provide, 24 hours a
day, 365 days of the Year.
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Preventing Environment
Disaster Or Making It
More Likely?

By Jan Holben

The Environment Agency (EA) is starting work at the
beginning of September, with plans to strip the railway line
of all trees along the old railway bridge, Saltwood. This
work is being done, according the EA, because these trees
increase the chances of flooding!

Local people were horrified when they found out that
mature trees, saplings and all other vegetation was being
removed from what is a well loved natural beauty spot and
a natural haven for many species of birds and wildlife –
with 11 different types of bat having been recorded there.

As of 1st September the work will have begun to chop down
a significant number of mature and young trees trees, with
work resuming at future dates to ensure that no new growth
is left there. The EA have said that these trees increase the
risk of flooding but residents who have lived in this area for
many years have never seen valley floor water levels rising
to the level of the trees. Various consultants and
contractors have also said that the trees and vegetation in
this area would be most effective in damming water – with
Woodland Trust also stating on their website that trees are
one of the best methods of damming or preventing flooding:
Trees, shrubs and deadwood along riverbanks and on
floodplains act as a drag on flood waters, holding back
water and slowing the flow at times of flooding.

A resident who lives at the castle and owns this
embankment has been fighting this clearance work for
months and has found the EA to be rude, intimidating,
obstructive and less than transparent. The EA had sent
documents outlining their decision – but the document
contained many redactions. More recently when the
documents were obtained without the redactions it can be
seen that their own ecologist is saying it would not be legal
to take these trees down due to the thriving wildlife and the
high presence and diversity of bats. When engineers and
others are asked about these redactions their explanations
vary – with reasons being given which include: ‘security
purposes’ or ‘inaccurate or unimportant information’ and
even ‘due to terrorism‘ was cited as a reason!!

Although the EA are claiming this work is being done for
flood defences – it just doesn’t make sense to local people
who know the area well – and there is a sneaking suspicion
that this land clearance is in some way something to do
with the new houses being build on the Philbeech site.

Trying to get to the bottom of this local councillor Lesley
Whybrow met with the landowner and an EA representative
– she says: Mill Leese is an important part of the Hythe
flood defences but I am not convinced that it is necessary
to destroy all these trees and the bat habitat - she goes on
to say that information presented by the EA indicates that
the Mill Leese Flood Storage Area was conceived,
designed and constructed by the then Shepway DC in 1994
in response to flooding in Hythe and it was passed to the
EA in 2006 and up to 70 properties in Hythe benefit from
reduced flood risk due to the Mill Leese FSA.

Councillor Whybrow also states that under
the Reservoirs Act the EA are obliged to
appoint independent Supervising and
Inspection Engineers who produce
section 12 reports every 6 months and a
section 10 report every 10 years. These
reports have required the EA to carry out
certain work in the interest of maintenance
and reservoir safety - including the
Vegetation Management Plan. However
Councillor Whybrow notes that the
engineer who wrote the reports
was not at the meeting so was
unable to give a first hand
justification for the proposed work.

Cllr Whybrow came in for criticism from the author of a
report on the felling of the trees, The ‘infamous’ Shepway
vox published one of their predictable rants stating: ‘What is
clear is that the local Green Party have remained silent on
the potential environmental damage done to the woodland,
even though they are aware of it. The Cabinet Member for
the Environment, Cllr Lesley Whybrow (Shepway Green
Party) remains tight lipped. We also note she remains tight
lipped about the council continuing to spray toxic
glyphosate in council owned play areas; along with a
reluctance to publish the 2019 air quality report for the
district after calls for its release by us and many residents.

Like the trees, we are felled by the silence of the Cabinet
Member responsible for the district’s environment. Their
lack of comment and action on such important
environmental issues needs to be rectified now.’

One thing is for sure, the woodland does look very baron as
you drive past it and watching the trees all stripped and
laying on the ground is not a very pleasant sight.

Tickets still on sale for The Looker ‘American
Supper’ Party Night, 25th September, £10 each

Available from Premier News agents New Romney
High Street

And Beach Stores Jefferstone Lane
(opposite the Hall)

Drunk or Spiked
By Jan Holben

For the last couple of years we have been in various forms
of lock-down, or even isolation – and now with the warmer
summer months we are able to get out and about. We can
eat at a restaurant, drink wine or beer in a pub garden and
young people especially can now go to pubs, bars and
clubs and dance themselves dizzy. Except as normal life
slowly returns there are also those who are just waiting to
take advantage of others when their guard is down by
spiking drinks left unattended.

Spiking drinks is a nationwide problem – and there are
recent reports of it happening here in Folkestone too – in
fact throughout Kent the incidents of spiking drinks has
escalated significantly. Make no mistake this is not a bit of
fun – it is illegal to spike drinks, with a maximum sentence
of 10 years, more if robbery or sexual assault is involved.

There are several ways drinks can be spiked: adding
alcohol to a non alcoholic drink, increasing alcohol in a drink
or adding drugs to a drink, commonly Ketamine or GHB.
This is done whilst the drinker is dancing or popped to the
loo, or just had their attention diverted to something else, it
takes only seconds to do.

The results are that the person will feel drunk, woozy or
drowsy, they may be confused and have slurred speech or
memory loss, nausea and vomiting and perhaps breathing
problems too. These symptoms may just be the result of
drinking too much or too fast, but the difference is, with the
drink spiked with drugs, that this feeling will come on very
quickly, within 15 minutes. This can happen to men as well
as women, although overwhelmingly it is women affected.

If this happens to you – tell the people you are with, alert
the staff too because they may have had training which is
being rolled out to bar and venue staff and they will know
what to do. If you feel unwell seek medical attention
immediately and report it to the police, because drugs can
leave the body in 12 hours so it is important to get tested
quickly.

To ensure it doesn’t happen to you, never leave your drink
unattended – take it with you wherever you go. If someone
offers to buy you a drink, go to the bar with them to keep an
eye on your drink the whole time and don’t be distracted –
better still buy your own drinks. When possible have drinks
from the bottle – the smaller neck makes it more difficult to
easily add drugs. Always make sure someone knows where
you are, and what time you are due back.

There is a range of inexpensive products you can buy –
bottle stoppers and the like, which will make it more difficult
for somebody to spike your drink – so it may be worth
spending a couple of quid. Finally, when you are going out
to party, stick with friends you know – and look out for each
other.

Who’s
watching
Your
Drink?
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Our Man InWestminster

Damian Collins MP

Running Waters Holiday ParkRunning Waters Holiday Park
We currently have TWO 2021 Luxury Lodges Available

on our NEW Development

Lydd Road, New RomneyLydd Road, New Romney

Situated on a quiet holiday park to suit elderly buyers. No Children and No Pets

Please call for appointments : 01797 458 355 or 07555 274862

With painstaking detailing throughout our homes screams quality, sophistication and
luxury. The acclaimed layout remains the same with a side entrance to the lounge.

These homes have a beautiful panoramic view over the Romney Marsh and are all ready
for you to move in. They feature Warm, sumptuous curtains and blinds with the rich
colours and textures of the kitchen units and worktop brought together with rustic

beams and stunning fitted carpets.

But don't take our word for it Book an appointment and view for yourself

Award
Winning

Site

On Thursday last week I visited the Gurkha hunger
strike close to the Ministry of Defence in Whitehall, that
was being conducted by retired servicemen Dhan
Gurung and Gyanraj Rai, and Pushpa Rana Ghale, a
Gurkha widow who had travelled from Nepal. This was
the thirteenth day of their strike, and I was honoured to
pay my respects to them during their brave and
peaceful protest. I expressed my sincere hope that a
solution could be found that would enable them to
bring their action to a swift conclusion.

There have been concerns expressed for many years
now about the level of compensation for service,
particularly in the form of pensions, to retired Gurkhas
who had seen active service before 1997. From that
year the Gurkhas were stationed in Hong Kong and
Brunei and there was no particular expectation that
they would move to the UK when they retired. As a
consequence, the Gurkha pension for service before
1997 is based on a percentage of the British army
pension, whereas those in the regiment today receive
exactly the same terms as their comrades serving
elsewhere in our armed forces.

In 2013 I was part of a parliamentary review panel
which examined this issue, along with other individual
historic cases of unfair treatment. The result of this
was the resolution of some of these cases, a pledge to
keep the pension rates for retired Gurkhas under
constant review, and additional funds to help veterans
in need of support, given by the government to be
distributed by the Gurkha Welfare Trust.

In December last year the Ministry of Defence
conducted a further consultation on Gurkha pensions,
and we are still waiting for their response to that
review. The government of Nepal has also written to
our government requesting a formal Ministerial level
discussion on these issues. The demand of the hunger
strikers in Whitehall was that an announcement should
be made confirming that these talks would commence
now. I promised them that I would support their call
and seek a response from the government. I was
pleased to hear confirmation later that afternoon from
my colleague the Defence Minister Leo Docherty, also
MP for Aldershot, that this was to be the case, and the
hunger strike ended that day.

I have also written to the Defence Secretary Ben
Wallace, asking whether a timetable hasbeen agreed
for their talks with the Nepalese government and when
the Ministry of Defence intends to publish the results of
its most recent consultation on the Gurkha pension
scheme.

Over the past week I have been approached by a
number of constituents asking about support for
relatives and other people at risk from the Taliban to
leave Afghanistan. Please continue to get in touch on
this important issue and I will do all that I can to help.
For advice about vulnerable Afghan citizens needing
assistance to reach the UK you can also call a special
Home Office number to seek guidance which is
02475389980.

Eric Brown Talking
Rubbish
World Clean up Day Saturday 18th
September 2021
World Cleanup Day is the world’s largest one-day civic action
to engage more than 180 countries to tackle the global waste
crisis.

World Cleanup Day is not just about cleanups. It's a strong
and unique network of doers who share the vision of a waste-
free world and believe that together we can clean up the
world.

Join the World Cleanup Day on 18th September 2021!

Litter Picking Watch Romney Marsh as per usual will be doing
their bit, we are organising litter picks / beach cleans right
across our area. We are looking to get as many people as
possible, all on the same day, Saturday 18th September out
and about in the fresh air having a jolly good cleanup and
being part and parcel of this years World Wide event, it
begins in New Zealand and travels around the world before
ending in Hawaii. Let’s be added to the 50 million other
people from right across the globe, who are passionate about
making that change for a cleaner world, out picking up litter
making it a better place for us all to live. There no plan B so
we have to look after this one, if you’ve ever thought
"someone should do something about that" nows your
chance, you could be that someone on the 18th.

Why not join us, I’ll be posting on Facebook a list of all the
litter picks / beach cleans arranged for the 18th, times,
meeting points, etc so you can join in. We will provide all the
equipment, pickers, gloves, bags, all you have to do is turn
up. Let’s make it a day to remember, a day when
communities come together, all with the same goal of make
our world, our Folkestone, Hythe and District area a better
place to live.

If you would like to get involved and organise a litter pick or
beach clean on Saturday the 18th please get in touch, email
me at Litterpickingwatch@icloud.com

The Looker Backs Litter Picking
The Looker is donating 50% of the Raffle money from
our Party Night to the Romney Marsh Litter Pickers.

‘They would have been the recipients last time but
due to Covid, the party was postponed’ said Editor
David Wimble. So we hope to raise a nice sum to help
them with their ongoing task to clean up our beautiful
district

Young Carer’s Funday
enjoyed by all
The four local Rotary Clubs of Romney Marsh, Hythe,
Folkestone and Folkestone Channel joined forces on15th
August to host a day of fun and games at the XIXth Hole
Clubhouse at Littlestone Golf Club. The sun shone and the
day remained dry as about 60 Young Carers and their
families from all over the district gathered to enjoy a variety
of games and a Hog Roast.

The event had become a regular
fixture in the calendar of all four
clubs before the Covid pandemic put
a stop on large gatherings last year
and so it was with great pleasure
that we were able to run it again this
year. The children enjoyed playing
mini football, target boules, bowling,
croquet and skittles and one young
lady enjoyed the quoits game so
much, she kept coming back and
eventually amassed a total score of
well over 6,000 points in the course
of the afternoon. There was also a
putting competition with prizes for
the lowest scores returned by a girl
and a boy plus a special reward for
a ‘hole in one’ by a youngster who
thus made himself the envy of many
of the adult golfers present.
Unfortunately he was considered to

young to be made to buy a round of drinks for all present,
the usual ‘reward’ for such a feat.

Numbers were a little down on the last time the event was
held in 2019 but the feedback from all who came along was
very positive and reflected the hard work put in by the four
clubs, the staff at the XIXth clubhouse, the LGC which again
allowed the use of their grounds and car park and Kent
Young Carers Organisation who coordinated the invitations
and liaised with the families that attended. We sincerely
hope that we will be able to host the event again next year
and look forward to welcoming back our new friends and
further extending the hand of Rotary friendship.
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R.M.W. Scaffolding

01797362521•07947 488606 •07787556388
6 P r i o r y C l o s e , N e w R om n e y

D O M E S T I C & C O M M E R C I A L
S C A F F O L D I N G S P E C I A L I S T

Free Estimates *CompetitiveRates
24 Hr Emergency Call Out

365 Days A Year
Council Approved Contractor

Fast EfficientService
*All workGuaranteed

C.I.T.B. Construction Skills Registered

Over
30Years
Experience
£5million Public
Liability Insurance

www.sterryfuneral.co.uk

Sterry Funeral Service

Proudly serving your local community since 2003

Sterry Funeral Service are here to support and guide you. We offer a
friendly, professional service to families.

Call us for immediate support, advice or to arrange a
home visit. We are here to help 24 hours a day.

01303 272 525
93 Cheriton High Street,

CT19 4HE

Folkestone

01303 264 400
41High Street,

CT21 5AD

Hythe

• 24-hour service
• Bereavement advice
• Transparent pricing
• Private chapel of rest

• Floral tributes
• Memorial masonry
• Home visits
• Prepaid funeral plans

Over 250
different types of sweets

Always in stock
All your favourite
Retro Sweets

Goodie Bags
And Party Cones
Made to order!

Come and support
Hythe’s latest
Business

OPENING 10am
Saturday 20th June

www.hythesweets.co.uk

58 High Street, Hythe.

Over 250 different sweets
to choose from including
Sugar Free & Vegan

Of Hythe

Come and support
Hythe’s latest
Business

OPENING 10am
Saturday 20th June

www.hythesweets.co.uk

58 High Street, Hythe.

Over 250 different sweets
to choose from including
Sugar Free & Vegan

Of Hythe

Channel Rotary Cycle
Challenge Donates
£3200 t0 South Kent Mind
Channel Rotary’s very successful Charity Cycle Challenge
on Romney Marsh in July has donated £3,200 to help
South Kent MIND to develop its support for local people
facing mental challenges. The cheque was presented by
Channel Rotary President Gary Calver to South Kent
MIND CEO Simon Dolby at SK Mind’s premises in Mill Bay,
Folkestone.

President Gary Calver said:
"I am very pleased to present a cheque for £3,200 to South
Kent Mind from the monies raised by the recent Cycle
Challenge organised by Channel Rotary Club. South Kent
Mind has supported the residents of Folkestone and Hythe
for over 30 years. The Covid pandemic has had a major
effect on mental health, both directly and indirectly.
Channel Rotary is very pleased to contribute to the work of
SK Mind in supporting local residents and look forward to
working on future projects together."

In response, Simon Dolby, CEO of South Kent Mind said:
"We are so grateful to Channel Rotary. The funds from the
Cycle Challenge will help us to support people in
Folkestone who are trying to re-connect with life after being
isolated through lockdown. For people suffering from
anxiety and depression this has been a particularly tough
time, and the workshops and counselling we are able to
provide thanks to Channel Rotary will be immediately put
to good use."

Tea Party Success

Generations Connect held a summer tea party on 10th
August 2021 in the Scout HQ New Romney. It was
brilliant to see everyone who attended, some of whom
had not been out since the pandemic started. The sound
of groups chatting and catching up was wonderful - it was
so great to have normality restored.

A group quiz with all generations participating in using
little grey cells on all things “tea” went down well, with
certificates for the winning team.

Kath, the Generations Connect project manager, said “ I
would like to give an extra big thank you to everyone who
attended and especially to the New Romney Scouts who
have been absolute stars in helping support this event
and taking care of us all”. A stirring round of applause for
the Scouts was given and everyone left with a goodie bag
and more cake. Other events are being planned around
the area to open up and include many more people.

If you would like to know more, please contact Kath or
June on 01797 367455.

Generations Connect is a joint project between CARM
and Romney Resource Centre.

58 High Street
Hythe

Kent
CT21 5AT

Our new shop is now OPEN
We will be selling pre loved model railway items including most major brands

Airfix, Arnold, Bachman, Dapol, Eggar-Bahn, Faller, Fleichmann, Graham Farish, Heljan,
Hornby, Jouef, Lima, Marklin, Peco, Rivarossi, Superquic, Tri-ang.

We will also have two model railways layouts to ‘Try before you buy’ any items that you
want to see running.

If you have any unwanted model railway items that you are looking to sell please contact us.
Covering all gauges from Z, N, 009, Hoe, 00, H0, O, G

We will also sell your items on commission and have them on our website

www.kentmodelexchange.co.uk Tel: 01797 364837
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Advertisement

Phil Sterling
GardenService

All it takesisonecall for acompletegardenservice,
that is professionalreliable and friendly.Most of all it is
built around your needs,whether my services beweekly,
fortnightly or monthly, I̓ll alwaysgetthejobdone.

• Paving • Driveways• Decking • GrassCutting
• Fencing• GardenMake Over • Garden Walls
• Pruning • HedgeCutting • Ponds• TreeWork

And muchmore…
Telephone: 01797364952 Mobile: 07548201324

philsterling06@gmail.com

William Harvey Hospital
patient is first in the
country to receive new
heart monitor
‘Like a 24-hour safety net – it’s alleviated my worries.’
That’s the verdict of a shop owner who has become the first
patient in the country to receive a new type of implantable
heart monitor.

Sarah Brett, who runs a shop in Hythe, was fitted with the
Biomonitor IIIm at the William Harvey Hospital as part of
investigations into what is causing her high blood pressure.

The device, which is about seven centimetres long, is
implanted under the skin and continuously monitors her heart
rhythms, sending readings back to the medical team.

Sarah, who is 55, said: “Knowing I have the device has
alleviated my worries – it feels like the hospital team are
doing the worrying for me and I feel very assured that if
anything untoward was discovered I would know about it.
It is like a 24-hour safety net. The actual procedure to fit it
was completely pain free, just a sensation of pressure. I was
very anxious about how it was going to feel but I needn’t
have worried. There was a very professional and relaxed
atmosphere in the room and it was all very quick and
efficient.”

The implant has a longer battery life than previous monitors,
and can be left in situ for five years. It is fitted by specially
trained staff from the cardiology department at East Kent
Hospitals.

Patients have a separate device they press over the implant
which captures the data and sends it to the hospital team for
review.

Sarah said: “They did call me on the second day I submitted
the readings to ask me to adjust my medication so I feel very
reassured that they are looking after me.I can feel the device
under my skin but most of the time when I am just getting on
with my day I forget it is there.”

The monitor was
fitted by senior
chief cardiac
physiologist Adam
Marzetti, who said
it had several
benefits for
patients.

He said: “We have
used injectable
devices for a while
but the battery life
is usually three
years. On this
device it will last for
up to five years,
which improves our
ability to monitor
people for slow,
fast, or irregular
heart rhythms for a
longer period of
time.It is also much
more sensitive when detecting irregular rhythms so the
chances of us being able to record these are higher than
other devices.”

RomneyMarsh Flower
Arrangers
Today, after well over a year, our members were finally
able to meet for a fascinating talk by Susan Shaw about
her visits to India on the trail of the endangered tigers.

Susan brought many of her own photographs and
interesting plant samples to illustrate her talk and she
produced some lovely flower arrangements to reflect the
fantastic buildings, animals and birds that she saw on her
travels.

Everywhere
her group went
they were
made very
welcome by
their hosts and
one lady
named Dimple
gave her a
recipe for a
happy life that
she shared
with us.

Our next
meeting on Wednesday 8th September 2.00pm for 2.30pm
at St Mary’s Bay Village Hall, which is a demonstration by
Patricia Ellis.

Visitors welcome for more information,
contact Gill on, 01797 367258

or Carol 01797 363662.
Look forward to seeing you.
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Rotten Luck for Sex Pistol
Lydon
In true rock and roll style members of the 70’s band The
Sex Pistols, were locked in a legal battle relating to a film,
that was shot in our district over the past year.
Sex Pistols's John Lydon who was known by his stage
name of Johnny Rotten lost the High Court battle with Paul
Cook and Steve Jones over use of songs in new Disney TV
show Pistol, which was filmed in Sandgate and Folkestone.
He was claiming that he held intellectual writes to the
music, but the judge dismissed his claim.
The court action started when Lydon, said that he would not
permit the music that the band had joint publishing rights
too, to be allowed to be used in the Biopic movie plotting
the bands rise to stardom. Drummer Paul Cook and
guitarist Steve Jones sued Lydon, to allow their songs to be
used in the upcoming drama Pistol, directed by Danny
Boyle.
The six-part series, which is being made by Disney and is
due to air next year, is based on a 2016 memoir by Mr
Jones called Lonely Boy: Tales From A Sex Pistol.
Earlier this year local residents watched on as a number of
local landmarks were used as location shots, Including the
car sales garage at Sandgate and the Grand in Folkestone.
And in a ruling last week, Sir Anthony Mann found Mr Cook
and Mr Jones were entitled to invoke “majority voting rules”
against the ex-singer in relation to the use of Sex Pistols
material in the series, under the terms of a Band Member
Agreement (BMA).
During a week-long hearing at the London court, Mr Jones
and Mr Cook argued that, under the terms of the BMA,
made in 1998, decisions regarding licensing requests can
be determined on a “majority rules basis”.
But Mr Lydon, who has previously told The Sunday Times
he thinks the series is the “most disrespectful **** I’ve ever
had to endure”, argued that licences cannot be granted
without his consent.
His lawyers told the court that the agreement had never
been used and that he considers it a “nuclear button” for the
claimants and their manager, Anita Camerata, to
“imposetheir wishes” on him.They said he had a “deep-felt
and passionate aversion to becoming a "prisoner of a

hostile majority” and in his evidence to the court, Mr Lydon
said the agreement “smacks of some kind of slave labour”.
Lawyers for Mr Cook and Mr Jones argued there should not
be any dispute about whether the agreement allows
licensing decisions to be made “by a majority” and said Mr
Lydon is in breach of the BMA by refusing to provide his
consent.
They also said the court could not accept his evidence as
true because it was a “straightforward lie” and he could not
“genuinely have believed the agreement was never
effective”.
They told the court Mr Cook and Mr Jones’ claim is against
Mr Lydon alone, and that original band member Glen
Matlock, who was replaced by Sid Vicious, and
representatives of the estate of Vicious, who died in
February 1979, supported their position.
In a joint statement, Mr Cook and Mr Jones said: “We
welcome the court’s ruling in this case. It brings clarity to
our decision-making and upholds the band members’
agreement on collective decision-making. It has not been a
pleasant experience, but we believe it was necessary to
allow us to move forward and hopefully work together in the
future with better relations.”
Props and equipment was seen being moved into the
Grand Burstin Hotel, where a ‘gig’ was reportedly filmed.
A number of people have pointed out that The Sex Pistols
never actually performed in Folkestone, but had performed
a gig at the Escape Club, in Hastings. They had been
booked to appear at the Lease Cliff Hal in 1977, but due to
the controversy over the bands number one single God
Save The Queen, the booking was cancelled at the last
minute.

Nursing home gets green
light for conversion into
affordable flats
Sandbanks nursing home at Littlestone, has been given
the green light to be converted into private flats, with an
additional extension, providing beach side sea facing
apartments as part of the plan.
The application came before Folkestone and Hythe District
Council last week, for the planning committee to consider
after New Romney turned down the application.

At the meeting Cllr Paul Thomas representing the town
council, explained that the council was against the
development as it would result in a net loss of bedrooms.
However the officers pointed out in their presentation, that
the current nursing home would need extensive
renovations to bring it up to a standard that would be
expectable.
Another local neighbour also used the same data, for his
reasoning as to why it was unacceptable.

Committee members had previously been told that there
where no shops within a 2 mile radius to the property,
something that was corrected by Ward Cllr David Wimble,
who listed over 20 shops, bars, restaurants, hairdressers
and takeaways.
Committee member Ann Berry, said that it was important
for care homes to have modern facilities and stated that
older people needed the dignity of being able to use their
own private bathrooms, something that the current home
could not afford to all its residents.

The home had previously been put on the market and a
number of options were put forward for the site, including 5
detached homes and a block of flats laid out alongside the
boundary of a neighbouring house.
Local councillors and planning committee members had
been lobbied very heavily from neighbours to the site. But
on the night, Philip Martin, reminded councillors that they
must only vote on material planning issues, none of which
were called into question.

Some of the homes could be made available as part of the
councils aim to build affordable homes and 1000 new
council houses over the next 9 years.
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YOUR
LETTERS
Dear Looker,

Re your article in Looker 281 about
cycle routes, may I point out that while
cycle tracks which are entirely
separate from normal roads are
obviously a contribution to the safety of
riders, cycle tracks on existing main
roads are COMPLETELY POINTLESS
AND MEANINGLESS. They offer no
protection security or safety to cyclists
whatsoever. They are not reserved for
cyclists. They do not provide any kind
of improvement to protection or
protected space for cyclists, as there is
no prohibition on any traffic driving in,
on or across them, as they often need
to do. The only purpose they serve is
to tell cyclists where the side of the
road is! As cyclists have been riding
along the side of the road for over 100
years I think this is rather superfluous!
They are a complete waste of money.

The only reason these pointless lanes
were put on our roads in the first place
was because they were a typically
stupid and pointless idea imposed by
the usual undemocratic dictates from
the arrogant mandarins of the Federal
European Dictatorship, who thankfully
have no longer any say in the running
of our country.

Perhaps your readers could stop and
think:- When did I last see any cyclist
in a cycle lane? Almost certainly -
never!

Jim Wright
Cheriton

THE GARLIC DEBATE CONTINUES

Dear David

What an excellent and well written
letter from Ken Pedrick in issue 280 of
The Looker. I could not have put it
better!

As Ken says, it is programmes like
Master Chef that is leading people to
feel they might be missing something
by not using garlic in everything they
cook. It might well come that sometime
soon, somebody will put garlic into our
traditional UK dish of fish and chips!

Without repeating the points that Ken
made very well in his letter, I have
always said that far from enhancing the
taste of good food, the insertion of
garlic in food simply brings out the
taste of garlic!

My parents, long gone, not only would

not have known what garlic was, but
would have recoiled from any dish in
which it was used.

Please all you Englishmen and
women, and indeed anybody who does
not inhabit Southern Europe, think
straight, reject the evil clove, and taste
your food unadulterated by garlic.

Cllr Terry Mullard.

Dear Looker,

Question, how is the council tax
calculated?

The reason I’m asking is, having
looked at the “chart” I was more than
surprised to find that New Romney
pays more council tax per band than
any other parish including Folkestone,
Hythe, Saltwood etc.

With more and more houses being
built in New Romney means more
money is flowing into the KCC coffers,
so how much of that financial pie is
actually spent for the upkeep and
improvements of our town compared
to say Hythe?

I enclose a screen shot of the latest
chart.

Bryn Roberts,
New Romney.

Dear Sir,

The idea there was ever sympathy for
those crossing the Channel and
entering this country illegally is a
figment of self-indulgent romantic
imaginations

Those entering the UK illegally have
had multiple opportunities to seek
asylum in any one of the many civilised
countries they traverse.

They target the UK because facilities
here are unavailable in, for example,
France.

I speak from the experience of having
a home in that country. None of the
benefits provided to refugees in the UK
is available in most EU countries.

I recently attended a Citizen Making
ceremony in London. It was a moving
affair. Gathered together in the Town
Hall in Kensington were over one
hundred new citizens; all had worked
hard to join our society....none had
queue jumped. They had made
supreme efforts to respect the laws of
the land. Many had arrived in this
country from war-torn countries; others
had decided they wanted to make their
home here.

Those who arrive illegally insult those
who have taken the long and arduous
route to citizenship.

What is happening at Dungeness and
this coast is nothing short of anarchy.

I have spoken to residents and none
have expressed any form of empathy
with those breaking our laws. Where
you ever gleaned that idea from is a
great mystery!

Regards,

Justin Downes,
Lydd.

Dear Looker,

Further to your headline article in Issue
280, yes - relax the Recycling Centre
current restrictions, but when the
council calculate the “out of pocket
payment” will they include my fuel
costs for my fortnightly visits?

Don’t hold your breath I hear you say!
Even though you may need to with the
extra pollution generated.

Yours, John Jackson.

Dear David,
Ever since the spring there has been a
Dove trying to nest in the red traffic
light when you come up Station Road.
It started off by using the red light from
opposite Church Road.

However, every time this Dove gets a
nest ready some comes along and rips
it out.

What harm is this bird doing and if
motorists don’t know that you only go
on a green traffic light then they have
no right to be in a vehicle driving.

My friend, Pauline Victor sees the nest
destroyed nearly every time she comes
to visit and is thinking of starting a
petition: Save the Dove.

Yours,

Adrian Duell & Pauline.

NEWROMNEY
OLD SCHOOL
The last 18 months have been difficult and strange times for us all.
The Old School was due to celebrate its 200th Anniversary in 2020
but our plans were scuppered by Covid and all community
activities including our regular classes, clubs, groups and
fundraising ceased in March 2020 as the country moved into
lockdown.

In February 2021 the Trustees were approached by Tayo Bella of
New Romney Pharmacy who wanted to take part in the national
vaccination programme and use the Old School as a vaccination
centre for Romney Marsh. This was agreed and over the last 6 or
7 months more than 20,000 people have received their Covid jabs
in the building. For some it was the first time they had been in the
building since leaving the primary school they attended decades
ago!

People have in fact come from far and wide for their jabs – some
travelled in the early days of the programme from Bexhill and
Hastings. We feel proud and pleased that the Old School has
been able to facilitate this vital service.

We are, however, also aware of the need to get life back to normal
as far as possible and we look forward to welcoming back our
regular groups in the autumn. Please refer to our website
www.newromneyoldschool.co.uk if you are interested in joining a
class or group. Further information is also available from Pat
Goodsell Tel 01797 458200.

We are also hoping to restart our monthly Film Club in October and
have some capacity to take new members. We show a variety of
films in a relaxed and friendly setting. If you are interested in
joining please contact Des Bidwell Tel 01797 362022.
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Vince
The Movie Man

In the past few days, three of my friends have been the
victims of violent behaviour on the street. They live in
different parts of the UK and have no connection
whatsoever. Except violence. Rather than being the
exception, this is becoming the norm. We go out of our
homes, minding our own business, and yet we are quite
likely to encounter random extreme verbal threats or actual
physical violence. You would think that with 5.2 million
CCTV cameras operating in the UK, 691,000 of those in
London alone, that the Police would be able to arrest the
perpetrators within minutes. But no. The once-trusted boys
and girls in blue seem unable to apprehend the culprits. The
‘Thin Blue Line’ was crossed years ago but it seemed they
did not receive that memo. But, hey, stray into a bus lane in
your car inadvertently for ten yards or park on a single
yellow line for five minutes and the full majesty of the law
will descend relentlessly upon you within 24 hours. Let’s not
even bother to discuss not paying your BBC licence fee –
that puts you right up there with The Krays and Jack The
Ripper apparently.

The past 18 months of the Pandemic have affected
everyone’s mental health in a wide variety of ways -
financial worries, the stress of being under ‘house arrest’,
the justifiable fear of the illness itself, the lack of social
interaction, missing or losing one’s loved ones – they all
add up to ensure that the demand on Mental Health
Services in the UK will soar. The official statistics make
frightening reading. The latest referral to treatment
statistics from NHS England published on 15 April show

that 4.7 million people were waiting to begin treatment at
the end of February this year—the highest number since
records began in 2007. Of those 4.7 million people, 387 885
patients were waiting more than 52 weeks for routine
operations and procedures. Let that number sink in – 4.7
million people. Even working 24/7, that is an impossible
task to address. Mental health is not at the top of the totem
pole in an area where treatment is time sensitive.

Where’s the connection between violence, the Pandemic
and mental health treatment? It’s this. We have enough to
contend with in 2021 without the fear of an unprovoked
attack, verbal or physical. We look to the authorities to be
on our side and protect us. But time and again we are badly
let down. Diversity courses seem to take precedence over
tackling knife crime. Many of us have lost our faith in the
very institutions designed to care for us. We see quasi-
political groups causing massive disruption to major cities
without so much as a “Move along now please” from the
police. We think, why is there impunity for one group, yet
the vast majority receive no such laissez-faire? We feel
angered and dismayed by the sheer inequality of it. The
perpetrator is now, suddenly, the ‘victim’.

Nature abhors a vacuum. The last thing we need are
vigilante groups on the prowl – Clockwork Orange was a
work of fiction, not a ‘How To’ instruction manual. But
successive governments of every persuasion fail to
understand that ‘empty vessels make the loudest noise’.
The howling, screaming outraged on Social Media do not
represent the vast majority of the population who simply
want to quietly get on with their lives. The ‘rent-a-gobs’
that are on speed dial to comment on everything and
anything in what purports to be ‘news’ do not reflect the
views of most of the public. We feel marginalised. We feel
thrown under the bus. We feel we are somehow simply ‘in
the way’. Well, guess what? We’re here and we’re staying.
We will strive to look after our families and our friends. In a
world that sometimes appears to be going to Hell in
handcart, we will step back, look and simply say, “No
thanks. Not for me. But you go ahead and knock
yourselves out”.

TheWorld
According to
KANE

BY RUSS KANE RUSS@THELOOKER.CO.UK

ESCAPE ROOM

I like a good horror/
thriller, sadly Escape
Room - Tournament of
Champions isn't one
of them.

The plot sees Ben
and Zoey, who
escaped in the first
film, going to New
York to bring the
mysterious Minos to
justice for their evil
deeds. However, it
would seem Minos
are one step ahead
and pit Ben and Zoey
against their other
escape room
champions. What
follows is simply a re-
hash of the first film with a different set of challenges in a
new escape room setting and as is standard an open
ending.

I don't know if its CGI making film makers lazy but every
film needs a decent story and if that story is successful
and a sequel follows then please inject fresh ideas into
the story. Escape Room 2 is the dance music equivalent
of sampling a song and adding some different lyrics to it.
I'm sure a franchise is waiting in the wings 'Escape Room
3 - We've gotta get out of this place if it's the last thing we
ever do, well at least until Escape Room 4''

Save yourself a trip to the cinema and watch the superior
Cube (1997) which is the daddy of the escape room
movies.

Free Guy - Cert 12A - In Cinemas
What do you get when you put Ryan Reynolds in the role
of a NPC (non-playing character) in a fictional video
game Free City? Actually, what you get is one of the
funniest films of the year.

In the last edition of The Looker, I was berating the
overuse of CGI in movies as a lazy option from
filmmakers preferring effects over storyline. This edition I
eat my own written words because Free Guy hits the spot
combining colourful and innovative CGI, solid characters
and a clever and witty script to create a thoroughly
enjoyable roller-coaster ride for the audience.

Guy is a bank teller in the game Free City and along with
best friend Buddy, a security guard at the same bank,
they lead a happy, if not, repetitive life amongst the
villains and low-lives of Free City. However due to a
programme invented by programmers Millie and Keys
and stolen by Free City game developer Antwan, played
by the excellent and versatile Taika Waititi (last seen as
Hitler in Jo Jo Rabbit) Guy becomes a self-aware
character and sets about, not only becoming a hero of
the game but also getting the girl of his dreams Molotov
girl (Millie) Guy soon learns that his actions may lead to
the game being shut down so begins a race against time
to prevent Antwan pulling the plug on the server.

Ardent gamers will love this (and no doubt have a greater

understanding of the
technical side of the
plot) and while it's
not a totally new
idea, films such as
Tron, Pixels and
Jumanji have all
touched upon the
subject. Free Guy is
a new and fresh
approach to the
genre and whereas
previous films place
human characters in
video games this
time Free Guy takes
a video game
character and makes
him the hero.

Fans of Ryan
Reynolds won't be
disappointed and the
old Reynolds one
liners are in abundance and as funny as ever. Think
Deadpool, without the red outfit, which allows Reynolds the
chance to use his visual comedic skills, which he is very
good at. A special mention also for Guys monosyllabic
musclebound alter-ego Dude and his best friend Buddy
played by Lil Rey Howery who both assist in raising the
laughter levels.

Free Guy is a very, very funny film and one that carries a
10/10 rating. It also features highly in the feelgood factor
stakes and will guarantee that you leave the cinema both
smiling and happy. In fact, this is a must-see-twice film as I
guarantee that you will have missed many lines due to
outbreaks of laughter.

This is one freebie you do not want to miss.

And they keep on coming
A new daily record of 828 asylum seekers, was realised last
week with more expected to make the perilous journey
across Channel to Kent, as weather reports suggest we are
heading for a good September.

A total of 828 people made the journey across the Channel
on Saturday 21st of august, dwarfing the previous highest
tally of 592 set earlier this month.

The asylum seekers all travelled across calm waters on 30
different boats and landed on our shores along the Romney
Marsh Coastline and also Sandgate and Folkestone. More than 10,000 people have already made the risky

journey across the world’s busiest shipping lane this year.

The annual total from 2020 has already been greatly
surpassed, and new records for daily crossings are beaten
almost on a weekly basis.

Home secretary Priti Patel has previously declared how she
wants to make it “unviable” for asylum seekers to make the
crossing, yet figures continue to soar.

On Saturday, French authorities also stopped another 193
people making the trip across the water.

Rescue services have been put on alert and told to expect a
high number of crossings between now and November.



Harmless Fun Or A
Scammers Delight
Written by Jan Holben

Many of us spend some of our time on social media – it
suits our life. We can keep up with what our friends and
family are doing and sometimes there is fun stuff on there
too. Except some of the seemingly ‘innocent’ fun
questions are not as innocent as you might think.

So today I spotted; ‘The last thing you bought from
Amazon is your weapon of choice in a battle. What are
you fighting the enemy with?’ And others you may spot
are questions which ask for your mother’s maiden name
or the year you were born. Or sometimes less obvious
‘fun’ questions asking if you are old enough to remember
something from the 60’s or 70’s – the old style children's
roundabout or the Flintstones TV series or perhaps you
remember the old style roller skates which had to be
adjusted with a spanner to fit over your shoe.

All these ‘fun’ questions easily get you thinking about
years gone by, remembering how things use to be (and is
there a bit of a challenge in there too – to show the
youngsters that things weren’t so easy in the old days?) –
so it takes no time at all to quickly add your comment. Yes
I do remember those roller skates – I was a seriously
good roller skater and I still have the scars to prove it.
And yes, the last thing I bought on Amazon was an
adhesive nail hook for hanging picturesÉa bit boringÉbut
then again the thought of using it to fight my enemy is
quite amusing. So what is the harm in that?

Apart from increasingly cluttering up my news feed – the
more comments I add, the more ‘fun’ question I will get
because some of my Facebook contacts will want to add
their comments too – the more the merrier eh? It did
make me start to wonder about these ‘fun’ questions –
who has the time and inclination to create them – and
why bother?

As it turns out they are not so innocent after all - there is a
purpose to these harmless questions and you, by
providing your comment, have fallen right into the
spammers trap. Scammers using fake accounts will
create pages with daft and innocent sounding names
such as such as ‘mummy’s off her meds again’ and will
pump out a mixture of fun or ‘taking the micky’ memes or
seemingly harmless questions similar to the ones
indicated above. These scammers are not doing this out
of the goodness of their hearts – these pages are
intended to accumulate ‘likes’ (clickbait) and when they
have lots of followers they will sell the list to other

marketers who know how to profit from these lists – and
perhaps now you will be spammed with quizzes and
competitions instead of ‘fun’ questions. These lists are
also used for bulk messaging, spreading malicious links
or misinformation, fraudulent reviews and sharing
undesirable or excessive content.

Perhaps you know not to give our your address or your
mothers maiden name in response to these spammy
questions – but by identifying that you remember the
Flintstones or old fashioned roller skates you are giving a
good indication of your demographic – and by telling what
you last bought from Amazon – the spammers now know
that you buy online, and from Amazon, and they perhaps
know what your hobbies or interests are too. All this
information is incredibly valuable to unscrupulous
marketers – so lets not just hand it over to them so easily.
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By Vince Shelly
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I would like to sincerely apologise in
advance for today's traumatic trip down
memory lane. I regret having to bring
up an incident that many of you may
have fought hard to suppress from
your childhood. An incident that you
may have buried deep, deep within the
very pit of your psyche. I just hope
that you can deal with those long-gone
emotions that may come flooding back
when we recollect the time that we
heard the devastating news that Willy
the Weasel had been run over. Wait a
minute, I hear you say, as the
traumatic memories come flooding
back, which occasion are you referring
too? The time he was hit by a car or
the Ice Cream van? Oh, Willy you were
such a silly little Weasel.

Long before road safety was delivered
by Darth Vader, ok, a slight
embellishment on my part, The Green
Cross Code Man played by Darth
Vader actor David Prowse. There was
a cute little squirrel called Tufty telling
us the perils of the road and teaching
us how to stay safe. Tufty and his
friends Minnie Mole, Harry Hare,
Bobby Brown Rabbit and the
aforementioned Willy the Weasel who
along with Mrs Fluffytail (Tufty's Mum)
and Policeman Badger's had their
stories told by Dr White Rabbit and
Wise Owl the teacher. This collective of
woodland creatures formed the basis
of what was known as The Tufty Club.

Tufty Fluffytail was the creation of an
employee of The Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents Elsie Mills in
1953. The aim was to promote safety
for the under-fives which was to be
achieved through short stories. In 1961
the RoSPA established the 'Tufty Club'
The success was immediately
recognised as the RoSPA reported a
substantial reduction in deaths of
under-fives in 1962. At the peak of its
popularity there were more than
25,000 Tufty Clubs throughout the
country with a membership of around 2
million. This led to the government
asking famed animation company Stop
Motion (Chigley, Trumpton and
Camberwick Green) to bring Tufty and
friends to life in a series of short films.

The nature of the films was delivered
in a very gentle style and narrated by
Bernard Cribbens in his best Queens
English. Who can forget the image of
Willy the Weasel laying in the road,
rubbing his leg while his freshly
purchased Ice Cream lay melting in the
middle of the road? These were
scenes that made nightmares. Tufty of
course showed us the correct way and

waited for Mummy before he went for
his Ice Cream. Then who can forget
the time Willy and Harry Hare were
running around the street and in the
road before we heard the fateful
screech of tyres and we cut to
Policeman Badger telling Harry that
Willy wouldn't be playing with him for
some time. Thankfully we never saw
the point of collision but to young
minds we were simply left to our own
conclusions and images of Willy flying
through the air occupied many a young
and imaginative mind.

While Willy scared the living daylights

out of us and gave us several
sleepless nights. Tufty showed us the
error of Willy's ways. Although one of
the scariest images of the lot resulted
from Bobby Brown Rabbit kicking
Tufty's new suspiciously basketball
looking football into the road.
Thankfully they were sensible enough
not to venture into the road to retrieve
the ball but the shocking image of
Tufty's ball being squashed by a van
was more than I could take especially
as by now I was hooked on the
beautiful game and pictured myself
suffering a similar fate. The image of
Tufty and Bobby standing silently in
Tufty's garden helpless to prevent the
tragic ending of Tufty's brand new
football was as poignant an image as
you can imagine, I'm guessing the
makers of these shorts were by now
aware of the distress they were
causing the nations toddlers and the
last short involved the cautionary tale
of Tufty going shopping with Mummy
but wandering off to the toy shop.
Thankfully Tufty didn't attempt a
crossing and it was left to Mummy to
deliver the final message "Don't
attempt to cross the road without
Mummy"

Now having relived the traumatic
experiences of my childhood I have
several burning questions that I feel
need answering. While Tufty was
virtually glued to his Mummy's side at
all times where were Willy the
Weasel's parents? and after two, I
repeat two major road accidents why
weren't Social Services informed?
Surely the importance of road safety
was secondary to the neglect shown
by Willy the Weasel's parents. Surely

Policeman Badger had a duty of care
to inform the authorities? My second
question involves Policeman Badger,
who after witnessing, in his own words,
a fairly nasty accident decides that
rather than calling an ambulance what
is needed is a stern lecture. Obviously,
we are talking about a time when the
lesson was learned in the
consequence.

So, there you have it, The Tufty Club
and I hope this hasn't been too
traumatic a reminder and if it has, I
again apologise. For those of you who
still have in your possession your
cherished Tufty Club badge you will be
reading this with an air of sentiment.
While Tufty's immense popularity
lasted into the 1980's road safety
duties were eventually shared with the
Green Cross Code man but the impact
Tufty had on impressionable young
children can never be underestimated.

I'll leave you with Tufty's Marching
Song. A song with good intent but
including the word titty (ooh matron!)

Tufty's Marching Song
Tum-titty-tum! Beat the drum!
Tum-titty-tum! Here we come!

Members of the Tufty Club are we,
With our badges on as you can see.

We are learning how,
How to take good care,

On the road, at home and everywhere.

Tum-titty-tum! Bing, bang, bong!
This is Tufty's Marching Song!

When across the road we want to go,
This is the way we do it, so:

At the kerb stop,
Then look right, left, right:

March across if traffic's not in sight.

Tum-titty-tum! Beat the drum!
Tum-titty-tum! Here we come!

Members of the Tufty Club are we,
With our badges on as you can see.

We are learning how,
How to take good care,

On the road, at home and everywhere.

Tum-titty-tum! Bing, bang, bong!
This is Tufty's Marching Song!

Oh, Willy if only you had listened.

Tyre Flip For Duchenne
Local girl Debbie Lawrence set out to walk from the Ship
Inn, Sandgate to the Hythe Imperial Hotel and back
again. Walking along with her was her son Andy
Lawrence and friend Shaun Malpas – who wouldn’t
enjoy a walk along the sea front?

But this was no ‘walk in the park’ because whilst they
walked along the sea wall, around 2 miles each way,
they were flipping a huge tractor tyre weighing around
60kgs. This monumental effort was to raise money for
young Draven who suffers with Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy.

This disease is the most
common fatal genetic
disorder to affect children
around the world – the
body is unable to produce
dystrophin, a protein
needed to build up
muscles. Without
dystrophin the muscles
deteriorate, with most kids
usually in a wheelchair by
age 12. The condition
leads to respiratory failure,
heart failure and other
debilitating orthopaedic complications with no
expectation of living beyond early twenties.

There is hope – with research in gene therapy and
molecular medicine making giant strides over recent
months, possibly leading to a breakthrough – and with
pharmaceutical companies now investing in further
research that may well bring Duchenne therapies to
market.

Debbie thanked
everyone who donated
whilst they were on route
from Sandgate to Hythe
and back again – they
raised the wonderful sum
of £420.03. The
fundraising continues
and if you would like to
make a donation you can
do this at: https://
www.justgiving.com/
crowdfunding/helpdraven



Photos From The Past
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DATES FOR
YOUR DIARY

Thursday 2nd September
Lydd Meeting Point, Hardy Hall, 10 a.m.
Line Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane, New Romney,
4 p.m. (01797-363888 to book)

Friday 3rd September
New Romney Meeting Point, Unit 12 Mountfield Road, 10 a.m.

Saturday 4th September
Coffee Morning, Methodist Church, New Romney, 10 a.m. –
12 p.m.

Sunday 5th September
Romney Marsh Ploughing Match & Dog Show, Ham Mill Lane,
Hamstreet (Ploughing from 10 a.m. Fun Dog Show from 12
noon)

Monday 6th September
Dymchurch Meeting Point, Methodist Church Hall, 10 a.m.

Tuesday 7th September
Greatstone Meeting Point, St. Peter’s Hall, 10 a.m.
Dymchurch Art Society, Village Hall, 1 p.m.
New Romney Craft Group, Old School, 7 p.m.

Wednesday 8th September
Computer Club, Village Hall, St. Mary’s Bay, 9.30 a.m.
Morris Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane, New Romney,
7 p.m.
Needlecraft Club, Old School, New Romney, 7.30 p.m.

Thursday 9th September
Lydd Meeting Point, Hardy Hall, 10 a.m.
Line Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane, New Romney,
4 p.m. (01797-363888 to book)

Friday 10th September
Brookland Meeting Point, Village Hall, 1.30 p.m.

Saturday 11th September
Kent Churches ‘Ride & Stride’
Coffee Morning, Methodist Church, New Romney, 10 a.m. –
12 p.m.
Quiz Night + Fish & Chips Supper, Lydd Memorial Institute,
7.30 p.m.

Monday 13th September
Dymchurch Meeting Point, Methodist Church Hall, 10 a.m.

Tuesday 14th September
Dymchurch Art Society, Village Hall, 1 p.m.
New Romney Craft Group, Old School, 7 p.m.

Wednesday 15th September
Computer Club, Village Hall, St. Mary’s Bay, 9.30 a.m.
Morris Dancing, RM Community Hub, Rolfe Lane, New Romney,
7 p.m.
Needlecraft Club, Old School, New Romney, 7.30 p.m.

Friday 17th September
New Romney Meeting Point, Unit 12 Mountfield Road, 10 a.m.

Tuesday 21st September
Greatstone Meeting Point, St. Peter’s Hall, 10 a.m.

Saturday 25th September
Newchurch Village Supper, 6.30 p.m.
Looker Party Night, St. Mary’s Bay Village Hall, 7 p.m.

Saturday/Sunday 2nd/3rd October
Romney Marsh Wartime Weekend, Brenzett Museum

Saturday/Sunday 2nd/3rd October
Folkestone Model Railway Exhibition, Leas Cliff Hall, 10 a.m. –
5 p.m.

Above: Greatstone Garage was on Coast Drive by the car park. It was owned by Ken Boardman and Ken Travis and was the main Austin,
Morris, MG and Riley agents.

They sold Shell petrol and in the 1960s, they had a car showrooms in New Romney High Street (where the Cycle Shop is today).

Below: The Avenue Garage was on the corner of Littlestone Road and St. Andrew’s Road. It was owned by Walter Thompson in the 1940s
and they were agents for Standard and Triumph cars. They sold Shell and BP petrol and the business was sold to David Coull in the mid

1950s. He took on a Ford and Fiat dealership and sold both new and used cars.

Clean Bill of Health &
Safety for Housing
Service
Folkestone & Hythe housing tenants have been further
reassured that the work being undertaken to ensure their
health and safety is first-rate.

A breach of Consumer Standards notice, issued by the
government’s Regulator of Social Housing, is being lifted
reflecting the huge turnaround in the performance of the
council’s landlord housing service

The notice had been issued in September 2019 when the
arms-length management organisation, East Kent Housing,
was running F&HDC’s service along with those of
Canterbury, Dover and Thanet councils.

Problems identified included not following up actions arising
from the inspection of fire precaution works, failing to repair
faulty emergency lights, not carrying out repairs to lifts and
failure to address a large number of recommendations to
prevent legionella in water supplies.

Ist October 2020 the landlord service was brought back into
the council and a new team created who have worked
quickly to bring about major improvements in the service for
tenants in the Folkestone & Hythe district.

Councillor David Godfrey, F&HDC Cabinet member for
Housing, Transportation and Special Projects said: “The
housing team has achieved a massive transformation and in
doing so has provided our district’s tenants with a first-rate
landlord service. We welcome the lifting of this regulatory
notice and recognition that we are meeting health and
safety standards.

“Tenants are telling us that repairs are being completed on
time and that they feel reassured. There is work still to be
done but we have committed to investing in the housing
service and ensuring that we have an effective team in
place to deliver what our tenants have every right to expect.

Chairperson of the Strategic Tenant Advisory Panel (STAP),
Elaine Bostock said: “Since bringing the housing service
back in to the council, the new team has made it clear that
they do not just want to hear the voice of tenants, but they
want to listen. I have seen first-hand various issues being
raised with officers, councillors and the leadership team,
which have been followed up and acted on in a collaborative
way, finding resolutions and trouble-shooting these issues
together in order to make improvements.

“This by itself is an achievement, but the team has made
this work happen during a global pandemic, where
communication and forging new relationships has been
really tough, not just with the tenants, but with each other as
a new team. Where there is a will, there is a way and I
believe the housing team is on the right track and is
committed to providing a great service for its tenants.

“Even though the housing service is coming out of
regulation, we (the STAP) will continue scrutinising the
service and ensuring the best possible outcome for the
tenants and leaseholders of Folkestone & Hythe District
Council.”

Last month independent auditors also reported on the
significant work being undertaken by the council to keep
tenants safe in their homes and provided the service with a
substantial rating. In practice this means that, for example,
where gas appliances had previously remained un-serviced
for more than 12 months, all appliances are now routinely
serviced annually.
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ZOE’S
Kitchen

FirmagerFuneral Service
“A friendly voice at a difficult time”

• 24hour service

• Prepaid funeral plans

• HomeVisits

• Eco Funerals available

• Private Chapelsof Rest

• MonumentalMason

OwenHouse,Fairfield Road,
NewRomney,Kent,TN288HS
We are locatedonthesiteofRomneyGlass.

Plenty ofparkingavailable.

TospeaktoHelen andAshley
Telephone: 01797369277

firmagerfuneralservice@funeralpartners.co.uk
www.firmagerfuneralservice.co.uk
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ComputerMaintenance
and Repair

by Local People
Having problemswith your IT?

Computer not working as it used to? If your computer is running slow,or even if it seems dead....
We can help!

ContactThe Computer People Now fora Free,No ObligationQuotation

Church Approach, New Romney,Kent,TN28 8AS

Shop: 01797363385Ali: 07802470675Dave: 07970804060

enquiries@thecomputerpeopleltd.co.uk

MyAccount use rising rapidly
withmore than 22,000
people signed up
Nearly 70% of all interactions with Folkestone & Hythe District
Council are now online.

More than 22,000 people have signed up for the free user-friendly
MyAccount service which is the quickest and easiest way to
interact with the council.

MyAccount users are able to see council information relevant to
them all in one place – including bin collections, benefits and
council tax – as well as making payments and tracking the
progress of reports made to officers.

Cabinet Member for Digital
Transformation and Customer
Services, Cllr Ray Field, said: “We
understand that interacting with your
council is not a preferred activity for
most people.

“That’s why using MyAccount is so
useful as you can see your
information in one place, submit forms
or track requests easily and then get
on with whatever it is you’d rather be
doing!

“It’s really a win-win because our staff
who had previously been working
face-to-face with residents will be able to support them more
efficiently in other ways, such as via webchats and emails.”

A new Customer Access Point (CAP) will be opening soon -
exclusively for those without digital access.

It will allow those without access to digital channels a means to
self-serve online through computer points with help available if
needed. In-person meetings will only take place if documents need
to be verified in person.

The Customer Access Point will be open between 10am and 4pm
on weekdays from Wednesday 1 September.

For now the CAP will be based at Folkestone & Hythe District
Council’s Civic Centre in Castle Hill Avenue, but will eventually
move to Folca in the town centre.

The CAP only has four computer points so it is vital that these are
only used by those who don’t have any form of digital access
available to them.

For the majority of residents and businesses who do, they can
continue to transact quickly and easily with the council online at
home or on the move.

To make things even easier residents are encouraged to join the
22,000 other individuals who have signed up for MyAccount. Sign
up quickly and easily at folkestone-hythe.gov.uk/myaccountinfo

EtonMess
This Week Zoe gives you a Summer Favourite. Eton Mess
was served at the famous Private School in the 1930s in the
school's "sock shop" (tuck shop), and was originally made
with either strawberries or bananas mixed with ice-cream or
cream. Meringue was a later addition. An Eton Mess can be
made with many other types of summer fruit, but
strawberries are regarded as more traditional.

The word mess may refer to the appearance of the dish, or
may be used in the sense of "a quantity of food", particularly
"a prepared dish of soft food" or "a mixture of ingredients
cooked or eaten together".

Here is Zoe’s Classic Mess that serves 4

500g Strawberries, washed, hulled & chopped

2tsp Caster Sugar

2tsp Pomegranate Juice

500ml Whipping Cream

4 Small Shop Bought
Meringues

In a bowl place the
strawberries, sugar &
pomegranate juice & allow to
macerate for approximately 1 hour

Whip the cream

Break up the meringue & fold into the meringue

Take 100g of the strawberry mix & fold into the cream

Place the cream mixture in to four serving dishes, top with
the remaining strawberries

There are lots of twists to this classic dessert, use
raspberries or add a scoop of your favourite ice cream

Napier Barracks set to
continue for the
foreseeable future.
The Home Office has confirmed, it is seeking to continue
the use of Napier Barracks to house those seeking asylum
in the UK after the current approval ends on 21st
September 2021.

Government is using a Special Development Order (SDO)
to grant temporary planning permission for the barracks to
be used for a further 4 year period to September 2025.

It is understood that government last week approved a
planning application for the continued use of the barracks.
This will now require Parliament to approve the SDO in
order to allow the planning approval to be enacted.

Unlike other development proposals within the District, the
use by the government of the SDO powers means that the
Folkestone and Hythe District Council, usual controls as a
planning authority do not apply and the legislation treats the
Council as a stakeholder within the SDO process, and
identifies both the Local Authority and the Local Planning
Authority as engagement parties. It is therefore expected
that the Council will have the opportunity to comment on the
SDO proposal but the timeline for this is as yet unknown.

The site has come under pressure from some local
residents who feel the site was just imposed on them
without any consultation. And despite courts ruling that the
site was ‘inadequate’ that the government have taken no
notice of local concerns.



Some flowers are “going over” but you can keep flowers
flowering for a long time by dead heading. Keep up with
weeding as best you can.

An added chore in our area is the suspension of the garden
bin collection, which we miss so much. It means bagging
everything up, and going through the rigmarole of booking
an online slot on the internet, and taking it to the tip. It must
be a big loss for those who haven’t cars.

Our tomatoes have all got blight, and then everything has to
been taken to the tip. You mustn’t put any part of the plant
or compost into the compost heaps, because it can survive.
We will have to look out blight resistant types for next year.
We have done exceptionally well for tomatoes in recent
years, and with being around most of last year, and having
a super crop, we got a bit carried away this year! But all part
of the ups and downs of growing your own.

Harvesting of tree fruit has begun. Our apples, pears, plums
and damsons have been poor this year, apart from the
Victoria plum which is doing very well. If you have an
excess, apples and pears can be blanched and frozen. With
apples, peel them, cut in half and cut of all the decent bits
into a basin of cold water. While you do this put some water
(about 1/3rd full) in a saucepan, and put on to boil.

When it has boiled put apples in the boiled water to blanch.
The type tells you how long. Bramleys pulp away to
nothing very quickly, so they only need about a minute in
the boiling water. Other apples, especially dessert apples,
need about 2 minutes of actually boiling with the heat under
them. When this has been done, drain off quickly in a sieve
or colander, and run cold water through them. If you are
doing several batches, drain the boiling water into another
pan, save heating up fresh water every time. When cooled,
put them in plastic bags, with about 2/3 teaspoons sugar,
and place in freezer. I put about 8ozs in each bag, makes a
modest pie. Some people put the sliced apple straight into
freezer, but they keep better blanched.

Pears haven’t the same amount of acid. So peel them,
quarter them, cut out the core and slice into segments. Then
put them in the boiling water to blanch for about 2 minutes.
When drained, they need to be put into a solid container, I
use 500g margarine pots, and covered with a simple syrup.
This is made by putting about 3/4 teaspoons of sugar into
about a cupful of boiling water, or just enough to cover
them. They can then be used during the winter, in the same
way you would use a tin of pears.

Plums can just be halved to remove the stone, and frozen
as they are, again about 8-10ozs, about 250g makes a
good portion for a pie, or crumble or just stewed with ice
cream or custard.

AND NOW FOR THE VEG.

So far this year, vegetable growing seems to be a tale of
two halves. On the one hand, some people have had
fantastic crops of a particular vegetable, whilst others have
had very poor returns for their labours. Our broad beans
and runners have done very well, peas were a disaster,
leeks took ages to germinate and onions have been
disappointing, although I’m partly to blame because they
didn’t all get the sunny spot they need to ripen. We got
carried away with potatoes this year, planting five different
varieties which took up a lot of space. It seemed a good
idea at the time of ordering!

Shallots have done well and now they are dried out, it’s time
to pickle them. A good crunchy pickled onion with bread and
cheese later in the year is a happy reminder of watching the
bulbs swell as spring made way for summer.

If you are growing beetroot, watch out for slug and snail
attack. I’ve noticed a few holes and slimy trails along the
rows. Thin out frequently and freeze your surplus.

I haven’t bothered with brassica crops for many years,
partly because our soil doesn’t seem to suit them, and also
because of caterpillar attack. I’ve noticed the cabbage white
butterflies making an appearance, which is bad news unless
you’ve put netting over the plants or have the time to
remove each caterpillar individually! You can of course
spray the plants but this may not be acceptable to organic
growers. You have to make your own decision.

In the greenhouse, tomatoes did well until we came home
from a week away to find that blight had penetrated in its
mysterious way. The plants are on their way to the tip.
Cucumbers were hit and miss, although some of our friends
have had good crops. Next year, I’m concentrating on the
F1 varieties, which seem to pollinate faster and produce a
more reliable crop than the standard type such as
Telegraph.

Potatoes seem to have survived the blight and have
cropped well. Courgettes have produced an abundance of
fruits, and so far the squashes are doing well. Keep them
well watered and mulch around the roots.

If you are pulling carrots, try to disturb the soil as little as
possible, as the carrot fly has excellent radar and will home
in to lay eggs which, when hatched, will ruin the crop.

Enjoy the rest of the season and the fruits of your labours.
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Basic GardeningTips
By Michael Gooch
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AND ANOTHER
THING ……..

by Russell Tillson

I know there is a lot to be said for
owning a dog. They need a collar, a
lead, and a dog bed, as well as water
and food bowls, toys to chew, and
treats. Dogs are active, playful animals
who love walking, running, jumping,
and fetching. Being pack animals, dogs
are used to following a leader and
obeying commands. As all dog lovers
know, a stern voice and an angry look
will get the dog to immediately stop
what it’s doing. In addition to hunting,
retrieving, herding, and drug-sniffing,
dogs are also used as guides for
people with disabilities. Some work with
police officers or are employed by the
army or participate in search-and-
rescue exercises. I recognise that dogs
promote a healthy human lifestyle
because of their need to be kept active.
Dogs are also devoted to their owners.
They will follow them everywhere and
have a strong desire to be with them.
And I know that many a dog owner
cannot tolerate cats, associating them
with witches, and finding them sly and
inscrutable. I have much the same
problem with large dogs. I am never
wholly confident when their owners
assure me that Rover is really very
gentle when you get to know him and
that his aggressive barking is simply a
sign that he is being playful.

I have owned several cats in my
lifetime, though I vowed I would never
have another one as you tend to grieve
when they are gone. It is possible to
train a cat, but by and large they don’t
want to be trained and so it requires a
lot of patience and practice. Telling a
cat not to climb on your kitchen table or
not to steal your food is a challenge
that will require some special
strategies. Bribery seldom works. Most
cats will go where they want to go,
jump where they want to jump, scratch
where they want to scratch, and mark
whatever they think needs marking.
When it comes to house training, cats
use the litter tray instinctively. They are
naturally very clean creatures, and
instinctively they bury their pee and
poo. This hides their territory from
predators who, like cats, use their

sense of smell to find their prey.
Cleaning out a litter box is far easier
than having to take walks late at night,
during scorching summer days, or
through freezing snow, while scooping
up dog mess with a spoon and plastic
bag. But, like dogs, cats and can
become infected with ticks, lice, fleas
and other pests. Injections, pet
insurance and trips to the vet will keep
your cat healthy but can all leave quite
a hole in the pocket.

The amount a cat needs to eat varies,
but cats require less food than almost
all dogs. The amount a dog eats
depends largely on its size. Cats don’t
need yards to run around in. They’re
perfectly content to watch the world
while sitting perched on a windowsill,
instead of interacting with humans and
other animals. Most breeds of cat are
notoriously lazy and sleep up to 16
hours a day. They score highly on ease
of care, cleanliness, and adorable
antics, making them a wonderful family
pet. And if you have two (or more) cats,
they will keep each other entertained.
Cats of course purr and meow rather
than bark, and this is one of their most
adorable features. Indeed, their purring
has been proved to heal bones,
tendons, and muscles. Cats are
particularly well suited to people who
travel a lot or who work long hours. You
can go to work for ten or more hours,
and your cat may not miss you, or at
least it will not make a fuss when you
leave.

The instincts of domestic cats make
them much more independent than
dogs. This independence may make
them seem aloof. They often sleep
during the day and like to roam the
house at night. Cats not only like their
space, but they might be prone to
marking their territory by spraying
outside their litter tray. Yet you will not
smell the odours so typical of dogs if
you keep the litter tray clean and fresh,
or else install a cat flap. Cats are also
highly intelligent creatures, and while
they have a hunter's mentality they also
know who feeds them and who
provides them with play.

Cats can of course be infuriating. Every
cat I have ever owned has displayed
destructive behaviour. With their sharp
claws, they can cause some serious
damage to furniture, or they can knock
over expensive ornaments while
perching on shelves and bookcases.
And they have a habit of proudly
presenting you on some mornings with
the bird carcases and feathers that they
have acquired during their nocturnal
expeditions. They tend to be
standoffish, deciding when to give and
receive affection on their own terms.
They also decide when they had
enough, and if you own a cat with a bad
temper, he/she may let you know with
some teeth marks. I know from bitter
experience that picking up an unwilling
cat is likely to be repaid with some
painful clawing activity. Cats have

moods and while they are probably not
as affectionate as dogs, over time they
really can develop quite a liking for their
owners.

We had a tabby cat when I was a child
and accidently locked him in the house
for seven days while we were away on
holiday. The neighbours were
scheduled to feed him in the garden
shed but of course he never
materialised. Somehow, he survived
the week. A case of nine lives? Years
later I returned from a trip abroad to
discover that my female cat had
produced five kittens in my absence,
with the friends detailed to feed her
being less than impressed by the
unscheduled addition to their duties.
After that I ensured that any future
female felines were spayed.
The cat I loved most and the last cat I
adopted was a black stray kitten with a
white chest. I had decided to call him
Toby when I quickly discovered he was
female. In her younger days, she would
run up and down stairs, battlee with
invisible enemies, scratch furniture,
steal socks and eat me out of house
and home. Then there was the evening

routine – the miaowing to be let out and
to be let in again, or to be let in and
then let back out again. I became very
fond of that cat and she was wonderful
company, quite partial to a little drop of
sherry on cold winter evenings. Only in
her fifteenth year did she become very
thin, noisy and incontinent, although
one thing never changed – at night she
always made for the foot of the bed.
Mine, not hers. Eventually it dawned on
me that her number was up. On the
evening before the appointed final visit
to the vet, she sat on my lap by the
computer for the last time. The
following morning the cat box came
back to my house, but she did not.

People are very upset when they finally
lose their pets, and I vowed I would
never take on another cat. I moved
house nearly a year ago and in recent
weeks I started to receive a feline
visitor. As he (not she) steadily became
more confident, it became increasingly
clear he was here to stay. It is some
years since I last owned a cat and all I
can say is that the cost of tins of cat
food has tripled in the intervening
period. The price of being an
unreformed soft touch?



Since the opening up date on July 19th,
guidance has been received from the Diocese,
which allows relaxation of most rules in
Anglican churches. Many churches are being
cautious, and suggesting people can wear
masks if they wish, and full communion is
gradually going to take place (churches are
suggesting that the wafer be dipped in the
wine by the communicant, rather than a
communal cup, handled by everyone) Many
churches have elderly congregations, so are
choosing to do what makes the people feel
comfortable.

See your local church for exact timings of
services and events etc.

A Team Rector has been appointed for the
whole of the Marsh area, some 14 churches,
Rev Chris Hodgkin.

The Annual sponsored churches bike ride/
hike will take place on Saturday, September
11th. During this event, participants can go
around visiting churches for sponsorship.
Many church are open, and will be serving
refreshments and offering other activities.
While he event is not open to vehicles, you
can use mobility scooters!

Food Bank. Note new contact.
These are continuing as before, but with a
delivery only service. If you are struggling to
feed yourself or your family (and it applies to
single people and couples, not just people with
children) RING Citizens Advice Bureau, on
free phone 080 2082138 to explain your
problem and obtain a voucher. The food will be
delivered to your home. You can have 3 days
supply of dried and tinned food, and help in
other ways, if your problems need to be
referred to another agency.

If you cannot get through on that number, ring
the RMCC number 01797 366855, during
weekday mornings, or Rev Chris in Lydd on
01797 320345. Ring before 11am on the day
of the food bank, which is Tuesdays in New
Romney, from 5.30pm-7pm and Fridays in
Lydd.

Brenzett, St Eanswith.
There will be a patronal service, on September
12th at 6pm.

Brookland, St Augustine.
There will be an evensong on Sunday,
September, 12th at 6.30pm. There is a book
swap within the church, and a table of produce
and bits and bobs in the church porch. Do feel
free to browse and take part.

Dymchurch, St Peter and Paul.
There is a service every Sunday, at 10am. The
harvest service will be on Sunday, September
26th at 10am. Rev John is also starting a series
of bible studies on the minor prophets in the
autumn. Some in person, and a repeat on
zoom. If interested ring John on 01303
980027.

Fairfield, St Thomas.
There will be a holy Communion on Sunday,
September 5th at 10am.

Greatstone, St Peters.
Service every Sunday, at 10.30am. The new
hall is now opening for community use. If you
would like to book the hall for any reason ring
Carole Comber on 01797 367597.The monthly
Craft Fairs begin on the 4th September.

Hythe, St Leonards
As the Looker is now distributed in Hythe, we
have been asked to advertise the services.

There is a weekly service at 9.30am, and
6.30pm on Sundays. Both services are live
streamed and can be accessed from the
website www.slhk.org and following the menu.
There is an interregnum (a time without a
priest) at the moment, but the post is being
advertised.

St Michael’s Methodist-Anglican Church
Centre.
There is a service every Sunday morning at
11am. The Community Coffee mornings have
resumed and are held on the first and third
Friday of each month, from 10am-noon. So the
next one will be on September 3rd.

Ivychurch. St George.
On August 14th the village enjoyed a very
enjoyable Village Day, with lots of competitions
and fun. The table tennis table was available
in the village hall, and the table football in the
carpark. The table can also be hired for £2 an
hour.

There will be a morning prayer service on
Sunday, September 12th at 12noon. The
Harvest service will take place on Sunday,
September 26th at 6.30pm. The church will be
open for the bike ride on Saturday, September
11th, and volunteers are required. Ring
Margaret on 01797 344283.

Lydd, All Saints.
The Summer Fair on August 7th was a great
success, and a very enjoyable time was had
by all. Such a pleasure to be able to meet
people again, and get together. Although
windy, many teddybears braved the parachute
jump!

The next big social event will be the Christmas
fair on Saturday November 27th.

Regular services now take place each Sunday
at 10.30am, and there is a midweek
communion on Thursday mornings at 9.30am.
The church will be open for the Bike ride/hike
on Saturday, September 11th. The church
warden is now Mike Botton, who can be
contacted on 01797 321615.

Newchurch. St Peter and Paul.
Services are now held on the first and third
Sundays of each month at 9am, so the next
one will be on September 19th The Village

supper will be on Saturday, September 25th at
6.30pm in the church, as a fund raiser. The
Parish Harvest Supper for Newchurch,
Dymchurch and Burmarsh will be on Saturday,
October 16th at 6.30pm.

New Romney, St Nicholas.
Services at 11am each Sunday. Some morning
worship, and some Holy Communion. On
Sunday September 12th they will be joined by
Head, Chris Dale, and some children from St
Nicholas primary school for Education Sunday.

Romney Marsh Community Church.
There is a service every Sunday, now at
10.30am, and the service as it takes place is
recorded, for anyone who would like to view it
after the service. There is no pre-prepared
service on YouTube now. The congregation
are delighted to worship normally and have
fellowship after the service albeit still with
social distancing in mind. Singing with masks
has begun. Refreshments have been served,
with encouragement not to meet in bunches.
Nearly all of the church congregation feel
confident to return to worship.

Discipleship groups are now functioning in
homes, and the Toddler group will be
recommencing on Thursday, September 23rd.

Snargate. St Dunstan’s
The next service will be a Holy Communion at
9am on Sunday, August 22nd. The services are
back to normal now, with decisions about
taking the wine at Communion and
refreshments still to be made.

St Mary’s Bay, All Saints.
There is a service in the church every Sunday
morning at 10.30am.

On Saturday, September 11th there is a quiet
morning in the church AT 9.30am. More details
from 01303 320345. Wednesday, September
15th10am, coffee morning. Saturday,
September 18th, Quiz in church hall at 7.30am,
£3 each, max 6 to a table. Bring own
refreshments. Saturday, September 25th
Canterbury City Brass Band at 7.30pm.
Tickets from Pauline on 01797 363175 or pay
on the door.

St Mary in the Marsh.
Closed at present, due to building works.

Church chuckle.
A child brought up among the religious and
violent troubles in Northern Ireland, paid her
first visit to a high church with a visiting aunt.
She told her dad afterwards, “they brought a
smoke bomb and shook it at the people in the
front row, but we didn’t leave, we stayed to the
end!”

Wit and Wisdom
“Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t
live long enough to make them all yourself”

Eleanor Roosevelt.
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Memories of the
1920s & 1930s

“I took over the family Carrier business from my father in
1920. In the early days it was only horse and cart and we
used to transport fish from Dungeness and put it on the
train at Lydd station. My father was landlord of the Star Inn
in Station Road and later he bought a little cottage in Park
Street. We used to deliver parcels and goods from Lydd
station and run a bus service to meet the trains.
“The furthest we used to go was to Winchelsea, Ashford
and Folkestone and we used to work seven days a week.
The goods would come into the station a couple of times a
day and they would be checked and then delivered to the
different trade’s people and houses in the town. He also
delivered to the NAAFI in the Army Camp.
“The bulk of the coal came from Yorkshire with anthracite
from Wales and we weighed the coal manually on a pair of
scales in ½ cwt. and 1 cwt. bags. Best house coal was a
shilling (5p.) a hundredweight, or eighteen shillings a ton.
The older people who were poor were able to get a grant
called the Parish Relief. The offices were in the old
Workhouse in New Romney and a fellow used to cycle
round the area giving a shilling or two to those people who
needed it.
“It was hard work delivering with the horse and cart as
there was no protection for the driver. In wet weather, we
would take two or three overcoats and we used to take
them down to the Gasworks in Station Road and hang
them near the retorts to dry. If we had to go to Dungeness
across the beach with more than five hundredweight, we
had to use two horses but around Lydd, they could carry up
to 30 cwt.
“We used to get the horses from the horse sales at New
Romney Fair that was held every year. They got to know
the rounds they were doing and got to know where the
pubs were too! They’d pull up knowing the driver was
going inside for a drink. The ‘Rose & Crown’ at Old
Romney had a ring in the wall to tie a horse to and some
other pubs had a bar where we could tie the horse up. The
pubs in those days were open all day and we could get a
drink at any time.
“We used to deliver coal to the coastguards. There was
Lade, No. 1 Lighthouse, Dengemarsh, Galloways and
Jury’s Gap. Also when they finished their term of office, we
used to move them and all their furniture and personal
belongings. We’d take it up to Lydd or Appledore and put it
on the train. Mum helped in the business. She would take
orders and drive a pony and cart. In later years we got rid
of the horse and carts and had one of the first buses in the
area.” . . . Bill Allen.

“We lived at Jessamine Farm in Old Romney, opposite the
Church on the main road. It had been in the family for
three generations and my father kept sheep, pigs and
chickens and grew wheat and potatoes. I used to cycle to
Southlands Grammar School in New Romney along what
was known as the ‘Rhee Wall’. It was very narrow in those

days but the traffic was very light. To see a few motor
vehicles was a rare occurrence although quite a few people
had motor cycles. Sometimes, my father took me to school
in his motor car and he was almost the only person in Old
Romney to own one then. From when I was about twelve,
my father let me drive his motor car in one of our fields
which was very exciting for me.
“There was a bus route through the village and we could
catch a coach to Hastings or Folkestone. Also Bill Allen’s
bus from Lydd came through three times a week on its way
to Ashford. We also used to cycle to Appledore to catch a
steam train to Rye or Ashford. On Tuesdays, the train had
extra animal wagons attached at the rear to take the
livestock to market at Ashford. I used to get up early every
August to help drive dad’s and his neighbour’s sheep to the
Annual Sheep Fair at New Romney. It generally took over
an hour to reach Fairfield Road where the fair was held.
“I was very interested in farming and the countryside and
belonged to the ‘Young Farmers League’ and also the
‘Young Farmers Society’. I remember receiving a badge
and certificate from both organisations. I belonged to the
‘Garden Club’ at Southlands School where we could grow
vegetables and I also grew leeks, peas and shallots in the
back garden at home. At school I played football and
cricket; I was in the ‘blue’ team and I also had music
lessons but I wasn’t very good. I was a member of the Old
Romney Church and went there most Sundays and also to
Sunday School.
“My friends included Percy Clark, Bob Finn-Kelcey and
Percy Best and we had some good times together. We
used to go eeling in some of the ditches in the village and
we also went to whist drives in The Rectory and also in
Brenzett Village Hall. We went to Brookland and
Newchurch to watch the coursing and we also used to have
a stall in the Village Fete each year – it was usually Hoop-
la.
“One of my hobbies was the new-fangled short-wave radio.
My father had a two-valve set and he used to purchase
crystals and batteries from Hartops in New Romney. There
was also a three-valve set at school which we listened to
when ever we could. Around this time the little railway at
Littlestone was being built and we used to go down there in
the school lunch hours looking at the engines etc.
“We were also interested in aviation which was quite a
novelty at the time. I remember a passenger aeroplane
came down on the Golf Links at Littlestone one day and we
cycled over to see it. There was a small airfield at Jesson
(St. Mary’s Bay) and we often used to cycle over there to
see what was going on. Lympne Light Aeroplane Week
was held every year and that was another place we used to
cycle to when the weather was kind. I remember once that
there was a fatal air crash at Hurst Farm, near Aldington. I
believe three people were killed and we went over to see
the wreckage and even managed to smuggle home some
souvenirs from the mess.
“When I left school, I then worked full-time on the farm with
dad and we had occasional extra help at busy times of the
year. Everything was done by hand as we had no
mechanical assistance in the early days – just a horse to
pull the plough etc.” . . . Tom Wimble.




